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   EDITORIAL NOTE 

 

LEXKHOJ is delighted to launch its second volume of the criminal law journal. Lexkhoj 

International Journal of Criminal Law is the leading quality journal for all those involved in 

criminal law. Drawing all aspects of the law together in one regular publication, it allows 

quick and easy monitoring of all key developments. Our purpose is to provide a journal that 

offers a multi-disciplinary analysis of issues concerning Criminal Law. The journal strive to 

combine academic excellence with professional relevance and a practical focus by publishing 

wide varieties of research papers, insightful reviews, essays and articles by students, 

established scholars and professionals as well as by both domestic and international authors. 

“An act is not guilty unless the mental state with which it is done is also guilty”. The crime is 

the combination of both Actusreusand Mensrea, and is a single unity. We live in a modern 

society which is subject to major changes that stem from, for instance, internationalization 

and technological development. In many aspects these changes also represent societal 

challenges that demand a rethinking of legal solutions.Our increased connectivity through 

internet has created new opportunities for criminals. Now the crime is not limited to the 

traditional ways. 

We hope that you find Volume II Issue I valuable, that you will help inform others about the 

journal and will consider submitting your own work. The papers will be selected by our 

editors who would rely upon the vibrant skills and knowledge immersed in the paper. We 

welcome your comments so that we may improve the journal in future volumes. 

Needless to say, any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or collaboratively, 

are much appreciated and will make a substantial contribution to the early development and 

success of the journal. Best wishes and thank you in advance for your contribution to the 

Lexkhoj international journal of criminal law. 
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CRIMINAL CASE RESOLUTION AT INITIAL HEARING OF THE INDICTMENT-

KOSOVO CONTEXT 

* Dr. AzemHajdari 

University of Prishtina “HasanPrishtina” 

Faculty of Law 

\ 

 

Abstract 

Criminal case resolution during the initial hearing of the indictment constitutes an effective 

instrument that enables a definitive solution to a criminal case for which is conducted the 

criminal proceedings. The application of this instrument is a competence of the presiding 

judge, respectively of a single trial judge. As such it may be applicable to all types of 

criminal offences regardless of their social risk degree. State benefits through this criminal 

case resolution institute because by its application there shall be a cut of public money 

expenses as well as is dictated effectiveness in courts work, as well as benefit also the 

defendants because to them in these cases is imposed a more lenient punishment. Conducted 

researches indicate the fact that Kosovo courts have applied relatively in rare cases this 

instrument of criminal case resolution during the researching period of time 2013-2016. 

Therefore, by bearing in mind the provided advantages of this institute I consider this 

instrument should be applicable more commonly. 

 

Key words:Review, indictment, punishment, agreement, evidences.  
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Introduction 

 

Review of indictment is in function of controlling legality of the indictment, whereas the aim 

of this mechanism is to obstruct the appearance of the defendant at main trial without having 

a sufficient proving basis. Review of indictment in Kosovo passes through two levels: the 

initial level and the second hearing of the indictment. Legislator through addresses solutions 

in the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo has provided the possibility that 

court during the initial hearing of the indictment to make the resolution of a concrete criminal 

case, in this case through imposition of a sentencing judgment. In order to be granted this 

institution is required for criminal- procedural parties to have reached a plea agreement or the 

defendant to have beenplead guilty, but having support to relevant evidences. Court this 

instrument of criminal case resolution may apply for all types of criminal offences. Criminal 

case resolution during the initial hearing of the indictment is favorable for a state in general 

(cuts budget expenditures), courts (effects in efficiency of their work) and the defendant 

(imposition more lenient punishment).  

 

According to results of this scientific paper Kosovo courts during the four-year researching 

period of time have applied this instrument of criminal case resolution in relatively rare cases. 

Causes of this situation should be sought in insufficient knowledge of judges concerning 

legal solutions addressing this instrument and in the low level of their professionalism in 

general. This situation may be as a result of the fact that it constitutes a new instrument of 

criminal case resolution, which for the first time has been foreseen by the law in our country 

in 2013. Therefore, due to its advantages is suggested to courts to apply more often this 

institute in their practical work.  

 

During the preparation of this scientific paper I have used legal-dogmatic, comparative and 

statistical methods.  

 

1. Review of indictment and its assessment levels before conducting the main trial 

Filing an indictment against the defendant and criminal proceeding according to it is not 

pleasant for the defendant, although when procedure terminates by releasing him. Therefore, 

legislator has foreseen the control of indictment at hearing for reviewing the indictment, in 

order to prevent its appearance at the main trial without having sufficient legal grounds. 
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Another positive side of hearing for reviewing the indictment is manifested also in 

maintaining the authority of state bodies which shall be infringed if at court arise a number of 

unfounded indictments.
1
Review of indictment in one side represents a special sub-stage 

within criminal proceedings through which is conducted a detailed control concerning 

legality of the indictment and its foundation in relevant evidences, whereas on the other hand 

it has been designed as a special instrument through which is enabled the resolution of a 

criminal case without having the need to go to the main trial. According to solutions set out in 

Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo
2
the review of indictment is conducted in 

two levels: a) at level of initial hearing of the indictment and b) at level of second review of 

the indictment. In the way legal solutions have been defined, in cases when the criminal case 

resolution is not achieved, conducting these two levels of the indictment reviews constitutes 

and obligation which cannot be avoided by the presiding judge or a single trial judge.  

 

2. Meaning and pre-conditions for conducting the initial hearing of indictment 

Initial hearing constitutes the first level of indictment assessment. It constitutes a key level of 

indictment control eventually prior to undergo to evaluation debate at the main trial. In fact, 

this sub-phase of criminal proceedings has been designed in that way that depending on 

indicated results by exercised procedural actions opens or closes paths of conducting the 

second hearing of the indictment and proceeding a criminal case toward the main trial. Initial 

hearing of the indictment, duly, commences and terminates within a single session. 

“Consequently, at initial hearing is made a preliminary assessment of legality of the 

indictment, but also other circumstances that preceded its filing. On initial hearing of the 

indictment shall be summoned the state prosecutor, the defendant and his defense counsel, 

without their presence it cannot be conducted the hearing.
3
“As it results as a pre-condition for 

conducting the initial hearing of the indictment is filing the indictment at court and presence 

of the state prosecutor, defendant and his defense counsel.” 
4
 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
SahitiEjup. Criminal Procedure Law, Prishtina, 2006,pg. 189. 

2
  See: Code No. 04/L – 123 (articles 493 - 497). This Code entered into force on January 1, 2013.   

3
HajdariAzem, Criminal Procedure Law, Special Part, Prishtina, 2013, pg. 43-44. 

4
 The presence of defense counsel at initial hearing of the indictment is obligatory. Therefore, if the defense 

counsel is not appointed by the defendant or other authorized persons he shall be appointed ex-officio by the 

competent court.  
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3. Authority to conduct the initial hearing of indictment 

Authority to conduct the initial hearing of indictment in the Republic of Kosovo belongs to 

the presiding judge, respectively to a single trial judge.
5
This is a judge which according to 

internal rules of the court is competent of a concrete case regarding which is conducted a 

criminal proceedings. 
6
 

 

Presiding judge, respectively a single trial judge is obliged to summon the state prosecutor, 

the defendant and his defense counsel, without their presence, as noted above, it cannot be 

conducted the initial hearing of the indictment. They are obliged bylaw prior to commencing 

the review of indictment to this level to submit the indictment to the defendant as well as 

should decide upon all eventually submitted proposals concerning application of measures to 

secure the presence of the defendant to criminal proceedings.
7
 

 

During the initial hearing of the indictment thepresiding judge respectivelya single trial judge 

instructs the defendant about his rights belonging to him by law and evaluates whether parties 

have performed mutual legal obligations. These entities are entitled to decide upon submitted 

requests to dismiss the indictment, eventual approval of plea agreement, admission of 

evidences and rendering a sentencing judgment.  

 

Although legal solutions attributable to initial hearing of the indictment which are contained 

in the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo do not address at all the issue of 

verifying the identity of the accused, securing the presence of parties and defense counsel 

which did not respond to summons to participate at initial hearing of the indictment as well as 

the issue of maintaining order and discipline within this level of reviewing the indictment, I 

consider also these constitute an issue which should be taken care of by the presiding judge, 

respectively a single trial judge and which functionalize his leading role in this level of 

reviewing the indictment.
8
 “If these issues shall not be considered in this manner, they could 

produce such effects resulting with the appearance at main trial as defendants of non-existing 

                                                           
5
 According to the Law on Courts (Law no. 03 / L-199 article 11) the single trial judge has the authority to 

adjudicate criminal cases for which is competent the general department of the Basic Court. 
6
SahitiEjup § MuratiRexhep §ElshaniXhebdet, Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo, 

Commentary, Prishtina, 2013, pg. 1165. 
7
HajdariAzem, Criminal Procedure Law, Special Part,…, pg. 44.  

8
HajdariAzem, Criminal Procedure Law, Commentary, Prishtina, 2010, pg. 553.  
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persons, or persons having no connection with the criminal offence for which they are being 

charged, these situations compromise the court work.” 
9
 

 

4. Importance of criminal case resolution during the initial hearing of indictment 

Criminal case resolution during the initial hearing of the indictment is very important. 

Consequently, this mechanism manifests stretch of interest as in criminal procedure law,
10

 in 

criminal law
11

 as well as in criminal policy.
12

 As a matter of fact, the importance of criminal 

case resolution during the initial hearing of indictment is dealing with the fact that through 

this instrument:  

1. Is affected in reducing the number of criminal cases proceeded in courts. Addressing 

criminal cases resolution during the initial review of indictment are more simple than 

in cases when they become subject of regular treatment in criminal proceedings, 

respectively through their proceeding at the main trial. (it is meant in the role of plea 

agreement). In these cases shall be shorten timelines of their resolution. This approach 

has a great criminal policy importance bearing in mind the fact in Kosovo Courts wait 

for resolution about 440832 cases, from which half of them are criminal cases has a 

great criminal-policy importance.
13

 

2. Shall be shorten public money expenses which in terms of conducting regular 

criminal proceedings (standard) would be spent for witnesses, experts, and other lump 

sum expenses, which shall be estimated of a particular importance due to the fact 

Kosovo continues to have a very limited budget.
14

 

3. Society shall be protected from re-commission of criminal offences, based on the fact 

the accused persons for the commission of criminal offences in relation to which 

decision-making is realized during the initial hearing of the indictment in practice 

very rarely decide to commit again criminal offences, in comparison to persons 

                                                           
9
HajdariAzem, Commentary, The Criminal Procedure Code, Prishtina, 2016, pg. 652.   

10
 The Criminal Procedure Code except criminal case resolutionduring initial hearing of the indictment has 

foreseen also three other possibilities of criminal case resolution outside of the main trial. Those are: temporary 

suspension of criminal proceedings, punitive order and mediation.  
11

See more: LatifiVesel § EleziIsmet §HysiVasilika, The policy of combating crime, Prishtina, 2012, pg. 257 – 

259. 
12

 See:  Milutinoviq Milan, Criminal Policy, Prishtina, 1984, pg. 321 – 323. 
13

 The statistical report of Courts, Yearbook 2015, Kosovo Judicial Council, Prishtina, 2016, See the link: 

http://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/sq/kjc/report/list/1 
14

 This budget recently, although increased, does not exceed more than half a billion dollars per year.  

http://www.gjyqesori-rks.org/sq/kjc/report/list/1
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against which were applicable regular criminal proceedings, regardless of judgment 

imposed by the court.
15

 

4. Perpetrators of criminal offences shall motivate to be educated with the feeling of 

repenting for the committed offence, apology and compensation of damage for 

victims of crime. This is dictated by the fact that criminal case resolution during the 

initial hearing of the indictment may be implemented in practice only if the accused 

person is repented for the committed criminal offence, apologizes to the victim and 

indicates readiness to compensate the inflicted damage. Such acting approach has 

been very effective in elimination of vengeance feeling, which concerning various 

criminal offences, such is the case with criminal offences against life and body, those 

against sexual integrity, etc., continues to be present to a considerable category of 

victims of these crimes.
16

 

5. Victims of crimes shall be motivated in cooperation with state prosecutor to raise the 

level of communication with perpetrators of criminal offences aiming to realize easier 

the compensation of inflicted damage from criminal offence. In case of criminal case 

resolution during the initial review of indictment application it comes more quickly, 

more easily and in a manner that more satisfies criminal-procedural parties to 

realization of property claim.
17

 

 

5. Course of initial review of indictment 

For conducting the initial hearing of indictment, legislator has determined a special course. 

Initial hearing of indictment duly is conducted through exercising concrete procedural 

actions. These actions refer to the fulfillment of pre-conditions to conduct the trial, 

submitting the indictment to the defendant (if by that time it was not submitted to him), 

notifying him by his belonging rights, deciding on filed objections concerning evidences or 

indictment, reviewing the plea agreement and eventually the court decision. For all these 

issues, within allowed limits for scientific papers of this type, shall be discussed in the 

following: 

 

                                                           
15

HajdariAzem, Commentary, …, pg. 591. 
16

HajdariAzem, ImpositionofPunitiveOrder in Criminal Procedure-in Context of Kosovo, International 

Academic Journal of Social Sciences, Vol. 3, No. 8, 2016, pg.73. 
17

 Compare: HajdariAzem, Conditional Release of Convicted Persons in Kosovo, International Journal of 

Research in Humanities and Social Studies, Volume 3, Issue 7, July 2016, PP 32-39, pg. 34. 
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5.1. Opening the initial hearing of indictment and undertaking principal actions 

which characterize this institute 

The initial hearing of indictment shall be opened by the presiding judge respectively by a 

single trial judge who is in charge of the case. He initially observes if there is a fulfillment of 

assumptions to conduct the main trial (presence of the state prosecutor, defendant and his 

defense counsel) and submit the indictment to the defendant if he did not receive it earlier. 

After conducting these obligations the presiding judge respectively a single trial judge is 

obliged to decide upon all proposals that could have been submitted concerning application 

or continuation of measures to secure the presence of the defendant at criminal proceedings. 

When the main trial commences a single trial judge or presiding judge instructs the defendant 

about his right not to be declared in his case or not to respond concerning raised questions, 

and if he declares about the case he is not obliged to incriminate himself or its relatives or to 

plead guilty, to defend himself or through legal assistance of defense counsel of his choice, to 

object the indictment or admissibility of the evidence presented to indictment etc.
18

 In 

addition, a single trial judge or presiding judge appreciates the fact whether the right of the 

defendant to have a defense counsel is respected and whether the state prosecutor has fulfilled 

obligations regarding detection of evidences. (for example notification with the names of 

witnesses that shall be summoned at the main trial, notification with the purpose of alibi 

acceptance etc.).
19

 Finally, the defendant and his defense counsel shall be notified about the 

possibility of presenting objection concerning evidences included to indictment and 

presenting a request for dismissal of the indictment. And then the word is given to the state 

prosecutor, who reads the indictment to the defendant. After reading the indictment, when a 

single trial judge or presiding judge is persuaded that the defendant understands the 

indictment, to the same is offered the possibility to plead guilty or to be declared innocent. If 

occurs the defendant not to understand the indictment, a single trial judge or presiding judge 

shall call the state prosecutor in order to explain the indictment to the defendant so he shall be 

able to understand itwithout difficulties. On the contrary, if the defendant does not want to 

make any statement regarding his guilt, it is considered that he did not plead guilty.
20

In the 

following it shall be proceed with reviewing of plea agreement and presented objections 

concerning evidences and indictment. 

 

                                                           
18

IslamiHalim etc., Criminal Procedure, Commentary, Tirana, 2003, pg. 337. 
19

HajdariAzem, Judicial practice skills, Prishtina, 2013, pg. 111 – 112. 
20

HajdariAzem, Criminal Procedure Law, Special Part,…, pg. 44.  
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5.2. Objection of evidences and indictment 

Legislator through legal solutions set out in the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of 

Kosovo has provided the possibility that the defendant during initial hearing of the 

indictment, up to beginning of the second hearing of indictment to be able to file objections 

concerning evidences included to indictment and request for dismissal of indictment.  

Consequently, pursuant to paragraph 1 of Article 249 of the Criminal Procedure Code, before 

the second hearing of indictment, to the defendant is allowed the possibility to submit 

objections concerning particular evidencesto the indictment, based on the following reasons:  

1. The evidence was not lawfully obtained by the police, state prosecutor, or other 

government entity; 

2. The evidence violates the rules in Chapter XVI of the present Code; 

3. There is an articulable ground for the court to find the evidence intrinsically 

unreliable. 

Concerning presented objections of the defendant, to the state prosecutor should be given the 

possibility to respond whether oral or written. Upon presented objections a single trial judge 

or presiding judge decides by ruling, part of which should be the reasoning on allowance or 

exclusion of evidence.
21

 Of course, this ruling can be appealed within 5 days of receipt. 

Consequently, all evidences against which no objection has been presented shall be 

considered admissible at the main trial unless the court ex officio determines that the 

admission of the particular evidence would violate the rights of the defendant guaranteed by 

the Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo. However, if there are inadmissible evidences, the 

same shall be separated from the case file and sealed in a special envelope, so they cannot be 

examined or used at criminal proceedings, except in the case of appeal against a decision on 

their admissibility.
22

 To the defendant is given the right by legislator prior to second hearing 

to be able to present a request for dismissal of indictment. 

 

Such possibility, in accordance with paragraph 1 of the article 250 of the Criminal Procedure 

Code, the defendant may use if he considers that: 

1. the act charged is not a criminal offence; 

2. circumstances exist which exclude criminal liability; 

                                                           
21

 See more: SahitiEjup, Argumentation in criminal procedure, Prishtina, 1999, pg. 176 – 178 and 

PavišićBerislav § VučkovićMilojko § VeićPetar §Radolović Aldo,  Zakon o kaznenonpostupku, s’komentarom, 

literature misudskompraksom,  Zagreb, 1998, pg. 269. 
22

HajdariAzem, Criminal Procedure Law, Special Part,…,pg 45-46. 
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3. the period of statutory limitation has expired, a pardon covers the act, or other 

circumstances exit which bar prosecution; or 

4. there is not sufficient evidence to support a well-grounded suspicion that the 

defendant has committed the criminal offence in the indictment. 

Concerning the defendant's request for dismissal of indictment, to the state prosecutor should 

be given the possibility to express his opinion, either orally or written.In such cases a written 

reasoned decision by means of which is rejected the request or dismissed the indictment shall 

be rendered by a single trial judge or presiding judge. Against this decision may be filed a 

complaint by parties within 5 days of receipt.  

 

Regardless of what was abovementioned, pursuant to paragraph 1 of the article 251 of the 

Criminal Procedure Code, the state prosecutor shall have the opportunity to respond to an 

objection under Article 249 or a request under Article 250 of the present Code. The single 

trial judge or presiding trial judge shall provide the state prosecutor withone (1) week to file a 

written response to an objection under Article 249 or a requestunder Article 250 of the 

present Code. In lieu of a response to a request under Article 250 of the present Code, the 

state prosecutor may file an amended indictment under Article 252 of the present Code.
23

 In 

such cases, regardless of the fact whether the amended indictment has to do with one or more 

defendants, a single trial judge or presiding judge appoints the initial hearing just like would 

do for a new indictment. To the defendant also in these cases should be given the possibility 

to present new objections or respective requests, but only for those parts of indictment which 

have been amended. On this course, if the defendant does not repeat objections or previous 

requests, a single trial judge or presiding judge shall come to conclusion that the same are not 

relevant for the amended indictment and do not consider them any further. In fact, to the state 

prosecutor is given the possibility in this phase of procedure to amend the indictment only 

once, of course except in cases when he provides new data making necessary his amending.
24

 

Pursuant to paragraph 1 of the article 253 of the Criminal Procedure Code a single trial judge 

or presiding judge, when deciding on the defendant's request to dismiss the indictment,shall 

dismiss it when evaluates it to be grounded, and thus causes the termination of the criminal 

procedure when considers: 

1. The act charged is not a criminal offence; 

2. Circumstances exist which exclude criminal liability; 

                                                           
23

Ibid. fq. 46-47.  
24

Ibid. pg. 47. 
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3. The period of statutory limitation has expired, an amnesty or pardon covers the act, or 

other circumstances exist which bar prosecution; or 

4. There is not sufficient evidence to support a well-grounded suspicion that the 

defendant has committed the criminal offence in the indictment.  

It must be emphasized the fact in rendering a ruling under the present Article, the single trial 

judge or presiding trial judge shall not be bound by the legal designation of the criminal 

offence as set forth by the state prosecutor in the indictment.
25

 

 

Also legislator made clear the fact that at initial hearing of indictment is not allowed the 

examination of witnesses and experts, neither presentation of evidences, except if witness’s 

statement is necessary in rendering a decision concerning continuation or implementation of 

measures to secure the presence of the defendant at criminal proceedings.
26

 

 

Consequently, a single trial judge or presiding judge should take all the necessary measures 

for the preparation of second hearing, which are obliged to set not earlier than 30 days and 

not later than 40 days after conducting the initial hearing, as well as requests the presentation 

of eventual proposals of parties to appoint a date by when it can be done, but by all means 

within period of time which cannot be longer than 30 days after the initial hearing.  

 

 

5.3. Review of the plea agreement and the imposition of punishment against the 

defendant 

During the initial hearing of indictment shall be presented also the plea agreement (if there is 

such agreement), by means of which the presiding judge respectively a single trial judge, 

after considering, decides upon his eventual acceptance or rejection, or concerning it appoints 

a special hearing in accordance with the relevant legal provisions. Consequently, if the 

defendant pleads guilty, the court cannot convict him, except in cases if the defendant 

changes his statement and pleads guilty, or if the court finds him guilty after the main trial, 

regardless of the plea agreement.
27

 

                                                           
25

SahitiEjup §MuratiRexhep, Criminal Procedure Law, Prishtina, 2013, pg. 334. 
26

SahitiEjup §MuratiRexhep §ElshaniXhevdet, op.cit. pg. 647. 
27

HajdariAzem, Criminal Procedure Law, Special Part,…, pg. 44.  
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However, when the defendant, pursuant to paragraph 1 of Article 248 of the Criminal 

Procedure Code, pleads guilty to all points of the indictment a single trial judge or the 

presiding judge must be persuaded that: 

1. The defendant understands the nature and consequences of the guilty plea; 

2. The guilty plea is voluntarily made by the defendant after sufficient consultation with 

defense counsel, if the defendant has a defense counsel; 

3. The guilty plea is supported by the facts of the case that are contained in the 

indictment, materials presented by the state prosecutor to supplement the indictment 

and accepted by the defendant; and any other evidence, such as the testimony of 

witnesses, presented by the state prosecutor or the defendant; and 

4. The indictment does not contain any obvious legal errors or factual misstatements. 

In considering the guilty plea of the defendant, the single trial judge or presiding trial judge 

may invite the views of the state prosecutor, the defense counsel and the injured party. If the 

single trial judge or presiding trial judge is not satisfied that the matters provided for in 

paragraph 1 of the present Article are established, he or she shall render a ruling to reject the 

guilty plea and proceed with the initial hearing as if the guilty plea has not been 

made.However, if the single trial judge or presiding trial judge is satisfied that the matters 

provided for in paragraph 1 of the present Article are established, he or she shall render a 

ruling to accept the guilty plea made by the defendant and shall proceed with sentencing, 

schedule a hearing to determine a matter relevant for sentencing, or shall suspend sentencing 

pending the completion of the cooperation by the defendant with the state prosecutor. The 

defendant who does not plead guilty during the initial hearing may choose to change their 

plea to guilty at any time. For any defendant wishing to plead guilty under this paragraph, the 

single trial judge or presiding trial judge shall conduct, mutatismutandis, a hearing under this 

Article. 
28

 

 

Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo has accorded all the possibilities that 

presiding judge or a single trial judge when it comes to fulfillment of all legal conditions in 

the initial hearing of indictment to impose a sentencing judgment to the defendant. Duly, 

when the single trial judge or presiding judge during the initial hearing of the indictment, 

after consideration of the plea agreement, shall be oriented for imposition of punishment 

against the defendant, he shall appoint a special hearing as long as it is necessary to verify 

                                                           
28

Ibid. pg. 45. 
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relevant facts concerning punishment. In such hearing should be present parties and the 

defense counsel of the defendant and it should be mainlyreviewed the issue of gravity of 

criminal offence, circumstances of its commission, motive and purpose of the commission of 

criminal offence, the conduct of the defendant after commission of criminal offence etc. In 

other words, in this hearing should be reviewed all the circumstances that would affect in the 

height of punishment that shall be imposed to the defendant. 

 

In practice, may occur cases when by a single indictment shall be charged two or more 

persons. They can be charged for a criminal offence or more, by means of which one or some 

of them plead guilty, whereas another or the others do the opposite. In such situations, is 

raised a question can the defendant who pleads guilty (the defendants) be separated and 

against him to be imposed the punishment, whereas the defendant (the defendants) who did 

not plead guilty to be proceed to the main trial? Giving the answer to this question is not easy 

at all. This due to the fact: in one hand as it is prejudiced the guilt of the accused (defendants) 

who did not plead guilty, whereas on the other hand not pleading guilty for such cases as it 

constitutes the violation of rights guaranteed by law of the accused persons for commission of 

criminal offences. 

 

However, I think that the single trial judge or presiding judge by considering the determined 

solution in paragraph 5 of Article 326 of this Code, has all the legal possibilities, that when it 

finds fulfillment of the legal requirements dealing with the plea, also at initial hearing of the 

indictment to impose the punishment for the defendant (defendants) who plead guilty, 

whereas the defendant (defendants) who did not plead guilty to proceed further toward the 

main trial. Such response applies as in the case when two or more charged persons through 

filed indictment shall be charged for the commission of a criminal offence, also when they 

are chargedfor the commission of more than one criminal offence.
29

 

 

5. Several data on resolution of criminal case during the initial hearing of 

indictment in Kosovo during the period of time 2013-2016 

In order to be able to come to conclusions and addressing concrete as well as useful 

recommendations for the respective state bodies (mainly courts) and society in general by 

using modest results of this scientific paper has been necessary to examine and study the 

                                                           
29

HajdariAzem, Commentary, pg. 662-663. 
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work of thesecourts concerning sentencing judgments they have imposed against the 

defendants during initial hearing of the indictment for the period of time including the last 

four years (2013-2016).         We have been focused in this short period of four years based 

on the fact this instrument of criminal case resolution has been marked tendency of 

advancement after the Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo entered into force 

on January 1, 2013. Presentation of courts work concerning this instrument was not an easy 

task at all. This due to the fact concerning the work of thesecourts concerning imposition of a 

sentencing judgment at initial hearing of the indictment during the researching period there 

are no published data.  

 

Such data are not published within reports which regarding courts’ work are published by 

Kosovo Judicial Council. Despite of this fact, in the following treatments, presentation of 

cases of criminal case resolution through sentencing judgment imposed during the initial 

hearing of the indictment shall be conducted based on data obtained from criminal registers 

of four of the seven basic courts which currently act in the territory of Kosovo, and the Basic 

Prosecution of Prishtina, Gjilan, Mitrovica andPeja.
30

 

 

In the following, in a special table shall be presented data concerning the number of 

sentencing judgments imposed during the initial hearing of the indictment by Basic Court of 

Prishtina, Gjilan, Mitrovica and Peja during the period of time 2013-2016. 

 

Years The number of sentencing 

judgments imposed during the 

initial hearing of the indictment 

The number of criminal cases resolved 

at the main trial 

2013 – 2016 877 30808 

 

Table 2, Data on the number of sentencing judgments imposed during the initial hearing of 

the indictment and those resolved through the main trial.  

 

According to these data during the period of time 2013-2016 Basic Court of Prishtina, Gjilan, 

Mitrovica and Pejaduring the initial hearing of the indictment have imposed 877 sentencing 

judgments. Data used prove that the Basic Court of Prishtina has applied most commonly this 

                                                           
30

 See: Criminal  records of Basic Court of Prishtina, Gjilan, Mitrovica and Peja for the period of time 2013-

2015. 
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instrument of criminal case resolution outside of the main trial (in 362 cases), whereas this 

instrument was at least applicable by Basic Court of Mitrovica(in 133 cases).  

 

The figure of 877 sentencing judgments imposed during the initial hearing of the indictment 

compared to figure of 30808 criminal cases resolved through regular proceedings  (at the 

main trial) turns out to be too small. Bearing in mind the application advantages of this 

criminal cases resolution instrument, I consider that Kosovo BasicCourts should in the future 

apply it more often (in all cases when it comes to fulfillment of legal requirements) always by 

bearing in mind benefits that realize the state and parties. Therefore, it is recommendable that 

Kosovo courts to avoid in maximum traditional procedures of criminal case resolution always 

when it comes to fulfillment of legal requirements and when it is assessed to be more 

reasonable to the case. Of course, in order for this to happen is required to dedicate more in 

terms of raising professional performance of judges concerning the recognition of concepts of 

this instrument, because in this way the state and criminal-procedural parties easier express 

their interests at criminal proceedings.  

 

Conclusion 

Modest results of this scientific paper led me to these conclusions: 

1. Initial hearing constitutes the first level of reviewing the indictment. It constitutes a 

key level of indictment control eventually prior to undergo to evaluation debate at 

main trial. In fact, this sub-phase of criminal proceedings has been designed in that 

way depending on indicated results by exercised procedural actions, to open or close 

paths of conducting the second review of indictment and proceeding criminal case 

toward main trial. 

2. Authority to conduct the initial review of indictment in the Republic of Kosovo 

belongs to the presiding judge, respectively to a single trial judge. This is a judge 

which according to internal rules of the court is competent of a concrete case 

regarding which is conducted a criminal proceedings.  

3. Criminal Procedure Code of the Republic of Kosovo has provided the resolution of 

criminal case court initial hearing of the indictment through imposition of a 

sentencing judgment for all types of criminal offences, always when there is plea 

agreement or plea supported to relevant evidences proving the existence of a criminal 

offence and its relation with the accused person.  
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4. Resolution of criminal case during the initial hearing of the indictment manifests 

important effects of state (public) character, group character and for criminal 

procedural parties itself, especially for the defendant and victim of crime. Through 

this instrument is affected in reducing the number of pending court cases, there shall 

be a cut of public money expenses, there shall be a raise of social responsibility level, 

and shall be eliminated the cases of vigilantism. 

5. During research of the Basic Court of Prishtina, Gjilan, Mitrovica and Peja work, has 

been noticed that during the period of time 2013-2016 through the initial hearing of 

the indictment they have applied 877 sentencing judgments.  According to used the 

Basic  Court of Prishtina most commonly applied this instrument of criminal case 

resolution (in 362 cases), whereas this instrument was least applicable by the Basic 

Court of Mitrovica (in 133 cases) the figure of 877 sentencing judgments imposed 

during the initial hearing of the indictment compared to figure of 30808 resolved 

criminal cases through regular procedure (at main trial) it turns out to be very small. 

6. From Kosovo courts, by bearing in mind the great importance having criminal case 

resolution during the initial hearing of the indictment, is required to apply in the 

future more often this criminal case resolution instrument. In this regard, is required 

for Kosovo judges to be developed respective training programes that would motivate 

them toward common application of this instrument.  
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